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The quality of molecular dynamics simulations strongly depends on the accu-
racy of the underlying force fields (FFs) that determine all intra- and intermolec-
ular interactions of the system. Commonly, transferable FF parameters are de-
termined based on a representative set of small molecules. However, such an
approach sacrifices accuracy in favor of generality. In this work, an alterna-
tive approach is presented, where the standard transferable FFs are augmented
with molecule-specific FF parameters that are derived from quantum mechan-
ical (QM) calculations. We provide an automated workflow, named Q-Force,
that enables the generation of these parameters with minimal effort, and in
a transparent and reproducible way. The automated fragmentation procedure
allows treatment of large molecules (> 200 atoms) with minimal computational
cost. The generated Q-Force FF can be used at the same computational cost as
transferable FFs, but with near-QM accuracy. We demonstrate the aforemen-
tioned accuracy on a set of small molecules as a proof-of-concept and then
move on to complex state-of-the-art molecules in the field of organic photo-
voltaics where we show that the use of Q-Force can improve the potential en-
ergy surface drastically in one case, the HOMO/LUMO energy level distribu-
tions in blends of donor-acceptor molecules in another.

3.1. Introduction

Computational chemistry often suffers from a dilemma between reaching high ac-

curacy and high applicability (i.e., simulating large systems for long time). Quantum

mechanical (QM) methods that can treat the intricate quantum nature of electrons (and

nuclei) are computationally very demanding, even more so when their time evolution is

of interest. Therefore, for many materials science and biophysics applications that require

simulating thousands/millions of atoms for nano/micro seconds, classical molecular

mechanics (MM) following Newton’s law of motion is used instead, at the cost of com-

putational accuracy. Such MM models, make use of a set of parameters, known as force

fields (FFs), that are based on the topological features of the molecule (e.g., distances, and

angles) in order to approximate its potential energy surface (PES). 111 In this work, an au-

tomated method to match the MM PES of the molecule to the QM one is discussed, which

allows MM models to approach the accuracy of QM, without additional computational

cost after the initial re-parametrization.

The traditional approach to making FFs, as it is done by the commonly used GRO-

MOS, 102,112–114 OPLS, 115,116 CHARMM, 117–120 and AMBER 121,122 FFs, relies on atom types
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and their assumed transferability: Parameters for a set of small molecules are fitted rig-

orously to both experimental (such as mass densities, enthalpies of vaporization, and

free energies of hydration), and QM (such as dipole moments, electrostatic potentials,

and torsional barriers) data in order to generate a set of tabulated parameters for each

atom type based on their chemical environment (e.g., akyl carbon, ether carbon, and

ester carbon). In this manner, a significant portion of the chemical space can be cov-

ered by only tens to hundreds of atom types. This approach is favorable since it allows

non-expert users to generate FFs for their molecules of study with ease and without FF

developers needing to attempt the impossible task of parametrizing the whole chemical

space in advance. However, the use of atom types clearly sacrifices accuracy in favor of

generalization. The popularity of these transferable FFs is not only a testament to the

validity of the transferability assumption to some extent, but also to the importance of

having a simple procedure to determine FF parameters for any new molecule. The latter

allowed them to be available to a much wider scientific community. Automated tools that

assign atom types to given molecular structures and provide a FF based on these atom

types, such as ATB 123 for GROMOS, CGenFF 124,125 for CHARMM, and LigParGen 126 for

OPLS, have been crucial for the widespread use of these transferable FFs.

An alternative approach to the atom types based FF parametrization that has gained

a lot of attention in recent years is to derive molecule-specific FF parameters for each

studied molecule. 127–132 This could be done using both experimental and QM data,

however the former is often not available for novel molecules. Such an approach has the

advantage that for each molecule the best possible FF for a given MM functional form

can be created. On the other hand, its disadvantage is that several QM calculations and

fitting of every FF parameter must be done for that molecule. This can be a daunting and

error-prone task without having automated tools at the disposal. Such tools, however,

started to appear in the last few years, though their use has not become commonplace

yet. Some prominent examples are QMDFF 127 and xTB-FF 128 from the Grimme group,

SFAM 129 from the Reiher group, and QUBEKit 130 from the Cole group.

An important choice when it comes to designing a tool for molecule-specific au-

tomated FFs is the MM functional form. A complex functional form, as employed by

QMDFF, xTB-FF, and SFAM, yields a highly accurate FF, yet it is orders of magnitude more

expensive than transferable FFs, which limits their applicability drastically. Moreover,

the use of these complex MM functional forms hinders their compatibility to highly

optimized and parallelized molecular dynamics (MD) software such as GROMACS, 100

Tinker-HP, 60 AMBER 133 which limits their applicability even further. Alternatively, a

similar functional form to transferable FFs can be used, as it was done in QUBEKit, which

allows MD simulations that are at comparable computational cost but ideally at higher

accuracy than their transferable FF counterparts. Such an approach allowed QUBEKit to

successfully study a selected biophysical system. 134
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The main bottleneck for the derivation of molecule-specific FFs is the cost of the

QM calculations such as geometry optimizations, Hessian calculations, and relaxed

dihedral scans that are needed for the parametrization. As the size of the molecule grows,

performing QM calculations on the whole molecule becomes increasingly difficult. This is

especially true for dihedral scans since the number of dihedrals to be scanned often grows

significantly with the size of the molecule. Therefore, a fragmentation scheme that divides

the molecule into chemically meaningful smaller fragments becomes fundamental when

dealing with large molecules (e.g., larger than 50-100 atoms). Such fragmentation schemes

have been implemented in the QMDFF, xTB-FF and SFAM tools.

Existing molecule-specific FF approaches have either introduced new non-bonded

interaction terms or have reparametrized the coefficients of the standard Lennard-Jones

and/or Coulomb terms. However, for these altered non-bonded interactions, thermo-

dynamic properties (which strongly depend on these interactions), if at all validated,

are often done so for pristine systems and not for mixtures. Therefore, it is still an open

question how well the thermodynamic properties are preserved when non-bonded inter-

actions are derived in a molecule-specific manner. In contrast, considerable amount of

effort has gone into making sure the cross-molecular interactions yield accurate thermo-

dynamic properties in transferable FFs. 63,102,111

The aim of this chapter is to introduce Q-Force, a toolkit to augment existing trans-

ferable FFs with molecule-specific FF parameters that are derived from QM calcula-

tions. This is done while retaining the non-bonded parameters of these transferable

FFs and consequently also their rigorously tested thermodynamic properties . In other

words, Q-Force can produce a QM-matched FF for a given molecule that can be com-

bined with other molecules in the user’s choice of FF family (e.g., OPLS, GROMOS, AM-

BER, CHARMM). Such an approach has the advantage that while novel or non-standard

molecules can easily be augmented with Q-Force, complex molecules which have al-

ready been parametrized rigorously (e.g., DNA, RNA, proteins) do not have to be re-

parametrized. This compatibility allows the easy application of Q-Force to various fields,

such as computer-aided drug design, ligand-binding with biomolecules, and searching

for novel organic semiconductors. The main characteristics of the Q-Force procedure are

outlined below:

• It can be applied to any organic molecule and FFs can be created for their ground

states, ionic states, or excited states. Excited states have so far not been tested

extensively.

• The procedure is automated: For a given molecule and a selected parent FF, a Q-

Force FF can be generated with minimal effort. This automation not only provides

ease-of-use, but also eliminates (non-systematic) human error and allows the

generation of both reproducible and transparently parametrized FFs.
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• Equivalent atoms and FF terms within the molecule are identified automatically

based on their local symmetry (e.g., the three hydrogens and their respective FF

parameters in CH3 being equivalent) which prevents spurious small differences be-

tween chemically equivalent atoms and FF terms, and greatly reduces the number

of fitting parameters in many cases which leads to a more stable fitting procedure

that is less likely to be over-parametrized.

• There are no empirical parameters introduced by the Q-Force procedure. In fact, it

removes many such parameters from the transferable FFs that it augments.

• The fitting procedure consists of two steps: First, bond, angle, and rigid dihedral

terms (i.e., those constrained to a single minimum, e.g., due to conjugated rings or

double bonds) are fitted to match the 3N ×3N (N is the number of atoms in the

molecule) MM Hessian matrix to the QM one. Then, the flexible dihedral terms (i.e.,

those with multiple accessible minima) are fitted by matching the MM dihedral

profile to its QM counterpart.

• Performing relaxed QM dihedral scans was identified as the computational bot-

tleneck of the procedure and a fragmentation scheme was implemented for their

treatment: Dihedral scans are done on chemically meaningful fragments that are au-

tomatically identified and the result of the QM calculations are added to a database.

If this fragment/scan pair is identified again in a different molecule, it is retrieved

from the database, preventing additional QM calculations.

• Molecules containing up to 200 atoms have been tested and larger systems are still

computationally feasible thanks to the fragmentation scheme.

• The validation of the FF is done on-the-fly: The fitting quality with respect to the

QM reference for both the Hessian matrix and each of the scanned dihedrals is

provided during the run. Therefore, the user always knows how well the fitting

procedure has been performed and whether any further action is necessary.

Two major cases where we foresee the use of Q-Force to show significant improvement

over the existing transferable FFs are: (1) Complex/non-standard molecules that are not

covered in the initial parametrization (training set) of the transferable FFs. While most

simple functional groups are covered in the training set and perform quite well with the

transferable FFs, especially (complex) conjugated ring systems and their combinations

with different functional groups often require case-by-case treatment and can benefit

significantly by their FFs being augmented by QM data, as also shown in the results. (2)

A frequently used multiscale approach in computational chemistry is to take snapshots

from MD trajectories and perform QM calculations at higher level of theory on these

snapshots. In these cases, using a FF that has the same minimum energy geometry and
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a closely matched PES to the QM method that will later be used to perform the QM

calculations on the snapshots is highly beneficial to avoid spurious results that are caused

by the mismatch in geometries. 135,136 A case study demonstrating this is also shown in

the results and discussion section.

The structure of the remainder of the chapter is as follows: In the Methods section

(section 3.2), after an initial description of the functional form of the Q-Force FF, the steps

of the Q-Force procedure (as depicted by the flowchart in Figure 3.1) will be explained,

technical and computational details will be shown, and known limitations of the model

will be discussed. In the results and discussion section (section 3.3), the performance of

the Q-Force FF for several small molecules will be benchmarked to a QM reference as a

proof-of-concept and further compared to existing transferable FFs. Then, the importance

of QM augmentation of the FF will be demonstrated for non-standard dihedral profiles,

where the performance of transferable FFs are shown to quickly deteriorate. Finally,

highlights from the first few materials science applications of Q-Force will be given which

will further evidence the impact of augmenting FFs with accurate QM references, in one

case for obtaining accurate PESs, and in another, for obtaining accurate HOMO/LUMO

energy level distributions in blends of donor-acceptor molecules. The Q-Force toolkit and

tutorials on its usage are freely available on GitHub (https://github.com/selimsami/
qforce).

3.2. Methods

Definition of the Q-Force force field. FFs contain bonded and non-bonded terms

that describe the interactions within the molecule (intramolecular) and between multiple

molecules (intermolecular). The total potential energy of the system (Vpot ) is given by the

sum of all these interactions:

Vpot =Vbond s +Vang l es +Vdi hedr al s +VCoul omb +VLennar d−Jones (3.1)

Herein, we describe the functional form of these FF terms that are used in Q-Force.

The bond potentials between atom pairs A and B that form a bond AB are treated with a

harmonic potential

Vbond s =
∑
AB

1

2
k AB

r

(
r AB − r AB

0

)
(3.2)

where kr is the force constant, an r0 is the equilibrium bond length. The bond angle

potentials for atom triplets of A, B, and C that form an angle ABC are treated by

Vang l es =
∑

ABC

1

2
k ABC
α

(
αABC −αABC

0

)+∑
AC

1

2
k AC

r

(
r AC − r AC

0

)
(3.3)

https://github.com/selimsami/qforce
https://github.com/selimsami/qforce
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Coordinates

QM geometry 
optimization

QM-based 
partial charges

QM Hessian 
matrix

Wiberg bond 
orders

Identify 
topology (rings, 
connectivity, ...)

Identify terms 
and equivalent 
atoms/terms

Rigid terms

Flexible dihedral 
terms

Create 
fragments

QM dihedral 
scans

LJ parameters 
from parent FF

Add to 
database

Check fragment 
in database

Hessian fitting

Dihedral fitting

not found

found

Figure 3.1 | Q-Force flowchart. Gray boxes refer to the input, red ones to the performed QM calculations, and
blue ones to the fitting steps. Further description of this flowchart can be found in the text.

where the first term is a harmonic angle potential for the ABC angle and the second term

is a harmonic bond potential between the A and C atoms which is also known as the

Urey-Bradley term. 137,138

For dihedrals, two different dihedral functions are employed. For rigid dihedrals,
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which are proper and improper dihedrals that are constrained to a single minimum (for

example, due to conjugated rings or double bonds), a harmonic dihedral term given by

Vdi hedr al s−r i g i d = ∑
ABC D

1

2
k ABC D
θ

(
θABC D −θABC D

0

)
(3.4)

is used. For flexible dihedrals, which are dihedrals that have multiple accessible minima,

a Ryckaert-Bellemans type 139 of dihedral function given by

Vdi hedr al s− f lexi bl e (φ) = ∑
ABC D

5∑
n=0

C ABC D
n (cos(φ−π))n (3.5)

is used, where Cn are the six constants that determine the shape and height of each

dihedral profile.

For non-bonded interactions between particle pairs A and B that are more than two

bonds apart, a Coulomb potential given by

VCoul omb = ∑
A<B

qA qB

r AB
(3.6)

is used to account for the electrostatic interactions and a 6-12 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential

given by

VLennar d−Jones =
∑

A<B

C (12)
AB

r 12
AB

− C (6)
AB

r 6
AB

(3.7)

is used to account for the repulsion and dispersion interactions between the particles. For

non-bonded interactions between atom pairs that are three bonds apart (1-4 interactions),

the treatment of the parent FF is followed, which can be either scaled down interactions

(e.g., OPLS, AMBER) or special pair interactions (e.g., GROMOS).

Identifying the topology and FF terms. The distance matrix of the QM optimized

geometry is used to create a graphical representation of the molecule where atoms are reg-

istered as nodes and bonds correspond to the edges between the nodes of the graph. Such

a graphical representation allows the determination of all the bonds, angles, dihedrals,

and rings in the molecule with ease and is further useful in the fragmentation procedure

that is discussed later. Wiberg bond orders 140 are used to determine conjugated, double,

and triple bonds of the molecule. This information, along with the previously deter-

mined topology of the molecule, are then used for determining the FF terms and their

categorization into rigid (bonds, angles, rigid dihedrals) and flexible (flexible dihedrals)

terms.

While the determination of bonds, angles, and dihedrals in a molecule is quite straight-

forward, automatic categorization of dihedrals into rigid and flexible dihedrals requires

further discussion. A rigid dihedral is recognized in the following cases: (1) the bond order
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between the central atoms of the dihedral is 1.75 or higher, (2) the dihedral is in a ring

and it is planar (non-planarity is smaller than 10°), (3) a special type of rigid dihedral is

necessary (improper dihedral) when previously mentioned types of rigid dihedrals are

not present near an atom that needs to be kept planar (e.g., for a ketone, an improper

dihedral will be necessary, while for a phenol it will not be necessary since the oxygen is

kept planar by the rigid dihedrals originating in the phenyl ring). In the first two cases,

a rigid dihedral term will be added to all combinations of atoms containing the same

central atoms and in the last case, a single improper dihedral will be added.

The remainder of the dihedral terms will be recognized as flexible dihedrals. These

dihedrals are expected to have multiple accessible energetical minima. The first type

of flexible dihedrals is the fully flexible one. These are located in linear chains where a

360° rotation is technically possible. For these dihedrals, a full 360° QM and MM scan

is performed for the fitting. The other type of flexible dihedrals is the constrained one.

These are located in non-planar rings or other types of inversion centers where there

are two minima at +φ and −φ and a full 360° rotation is not possible without breaking

chemical bonds. For these types of dihedrals a limited QM and MM dihedral scan is

performed (e.g., if one minimum is at −30°, the scan is performed from −30° to +50°,

going 20° beyond the second minimum).

Equivalence of atoms and FF terms. Transferable FFs rely on atom types, which

categorize atoms based on their chemical environment (e.g., akyl carbon, ether carbon,

ester carbon), to cover a large portion of the chemical space with a relatively small training

set. Such an approach provides generality at the cost of accuracy: Atoms with somewhat

different environments are mapped to the same atom type even though, for example, not

all ether carbons are equivalent.

For molecule-specific FFs, since the best set of parameters is derived for each atom,

approximating atoms to predetermined atom types is unnecessary. However, it is ben-

eficial to determine the equivalent atoms and FF terms within the molecule for several

reasons: (1) it avoids spurious small differences between chemically equivalent atoms and

FF terms; (2) for most molecules, considering the equivalence of FF terms greatly reduces

the number of fitting parameters for the Hessian matrix which is beneficial for both the

stability of the fitting procedure and for avoiding overfitting; (3) it prevents duplicate QM

dihedral scan calculations for chemically equivalent fragments.

The default approach in Q-Force is to generate an identifier for each atom based on

their first four neighbors (this number can be changed or the equivalent atom identifi-

cation can be turned off by the user). The identifier contains the path to each atom that

is up to four bonds apart. The elements of the atoms and the bond types (i.e., single,

conjugated, double) of the bonds that are within the path are written to that identifier.

The equivalent FF terms are then identified based on the equivalent atoms with special

considerations that are not discussed here (e.g., bond terms between two atom pairs, with
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both pairs having identifiers A and B, are not necessarily equivalent).

Hessian fitting. After the determination of the rigid FF terms, force constants (k)

corresponding to these terms (as shown in eqs. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4) are determined by

a linear least squares fitting where the squared difference between the QM and MM

Hessians given by ∑
i j

(
HQM

i j −H M M
i j (k, N B)

)2
(3.8)

is minimized with the constraint that force constants have positive values. Here Hi j refers

to the Cartesian matrix elements. While the force constants (k) of the rigid FF terms are

being fitted, the non-bonded (NB) interactions are also accounted for in the MM Hessian

matrix but not fitted. Accounting of the non-bonded interactions during the Hessian

fitting is essential, especially for molecules with strong intramolecular interactions, as

otherwise these non-bonded interactions can affect the parametrization of the bonded

terms and the final parameters can be dependent on the minimum at which the Hessian

calculation is performed.

A Hessian fitting approach like this has originally been used by Dasgupta et al. 141 and

more recently in the QMDFF procedure and has been shown to give accurate harmonic

vibrational frequencies. In our implementation, forces are computed analytically and

the Hessian is computed numerically with a three-point derivative with displacements of

0.003 Å in both directions. The Hessian terms that are smaller than 10−4 kJ mol−1Å−2 are

discarded to improve performance and because they have no effect on the results. The

calculation and fitting of the MM Hessian is extremely fast, taking less than a minute for

molecules containing 200 atoms on an average laptop.

Fitting of flexible dihedrals. While the Hessian matrix contains all the necessary

information for the parametrization of the rigid FF terms at the optimized geometry, for

flexible dihedrals that have multiple minima, the Hessian matrix contains insufficient

information. Therefore, relaxed dihedral scans (i.e., at each scan interval the rest of the

geometry is optimized while the scanned dihedral is frozen) must be performed both

at QM and MM levels to determine the corresponding dihedral energy profiles. An MM

relaxed scan requires a FF, which is available at this stage of the procedure, as seen in

Figure 3.1 (the rigid bonded terms obtained from the Hessian fitting, partial charges

obtained from the QM calculations, and the LJ parameters retained from the parent FF).

Then, the difference between the two profiles, ∆V ,

∆Vpr o f i l e =V QM
pr o f i l e −V M M

pr o f i l e (3.9)

can be fitted to a Ryckaert-Bellemans type of dihedral function (see eq. 3.5) using a least

squares fitting. For the fitting, higher weights (w) are given to data points that are lower
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in energy using

w = exp

(
−0.2×

√
V QM

pr o f i l e

)
(3.10)

where w scales the residuals during the fitting. This weighting step has minor effects on

most of the dihedrals for which a near-perfect fit can be obtained. However, it becomes

highly beneficial for more complicated profiles (as exemplified in the results) where a

perfect fit cannot be obtained. In these cases, prioritizing the accuracy of the lower energy

barriers is sensible as the dynamics are more affected by them (e.g., a 5 kJ/mol error in

a 15 kJ/mol barrier is more detrimental than the same error on a 100 kJ/mol barrier -

both because of the percent error difference and also because a 100 kJ/mol barrier will

be much less visited during a regular MD run). Eq. 3.10, in our experience, has shown to

give a good balance between prioritizing lower energies and not neglecting higher energy

barriers.

A serial relaxed dihedral scan (i.e., the dihedral angle is scanned consecutively in a

single direction), as opposed to single point calculations at each scan interval, is necessary

but not always sufficient to obtain accurate and reliable dihedral energy profiles. A known

problem 142,143 with serial relaxed scans is that in some cases, the starting geometry of

a given step, which is the optimized geometry of the previous step, can guide the opti-

mization towards a spurious local minimum which makes the profile dependent on the

scan direction and causes asymmetries in a dihedral profile that should be symmetrical.

Recently, a step-wise wavefront propagation method, called TorsionDrive, in which extra

relaxed optimizations are performed in reverse and forward directions, has been shown

to avoid these spurious asymmetries, however, at a 3.5-7.5 times increased computational

cost. 143 In Q-Force, already having access to the local symmetry of the dihedral (based on

the equivalence of atoms previously described), the expected symmetries are automati-

cally enforced on the profile, allowing to reach a similar outcome without any additional

computational cost. This approach is exemplified in the results section.

Fragmentation and the fragment database. As the size of the molecule grows, not

only the cost of individual calculations grows, but often so does the number of relaxed

dihedral scans that needs to be performed. For example, assuming a 200 atom molecule

with 25 flexible dihedrals and 15° scan intervals, one would need to do 600 geometry

optimizations on a 200 atom molecule. Clearly, this quickly becomes unfeasible. As

these relaxed QM dihedral scans were identified as the computational bottleneck of the

procedure, a fragmentation scheme was implemented to construct chemically meaningful

fragments for each dihedral that needs to be scanned. This resulted in a drastic lowering

of the computational cost and made Q-Force applicable to very large (> 200 atoms)

molecules. Aside from the computational cost, our experience shows that performing

dihedral scans on smaller fragments also makes the spurious asymmetries discussed in

the previous subsection less likely to happen.
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The automated fragment generation works in the following way: When a flexible

dihedral is identified, the first three neighbors of the central atoms of that dihedral are

by default taken as part of the fragment. Then, the next atoms are removed and the

fragment is capped with a hydrogen atom unless: (1) the bond with the next neighbor

has a bond order larger than 1.75; (2) the bond with the next neighbor is part of a ring;

(3) the current atom has an electronegativity in Pauling scale larger than 3.0 (to prevent

unwanted intramolecular hydrogen bonds, e.g., an O-C bond is not replaced by a O-H). If

one of these cases holds true, the next atom is included into the fragment and the same

check is done for the neighbors of the new atom. The process is repeated in all paths until

either breakable bonds are identified or the end of the paths are reached. Two illustrations

to the automated fragment generation are given in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 | Two examples of the automatic fragmentation procedure. It is shown that fragments are not
terminated in the middle of a ring or when a highly electronegative atom has to be capped with a hydrogen.

As identical molecular fragments can exist in multiple molecules, we have also imple-

mented a database (currently only stored locally) where previously scanned fragments (to-

gether with the employed computational method) are stored. And if these fragments are

ever identified on a new molecule again, the scan results are retrieved from the database,

preventing additional calculations. The identification of the fragments is done by using

the previously discussed graphical representation of the molecule and its fragments. Two

fragments are considered identical if they have the same connectivities between the same

elements, and with matching bond orders and lone pair electrons. Bond orders and lone

pair electron counts are obtained from a Wiberg bond order analysis. 140

Validation on-the-fly. An important but sometimes lacking ability when using auto-

mated and (semi-)black-box procedures is to be aware of when the procedure performs

well and when it performs sub-optimally. In Q-Force, the validation of the FF is done on-

the-fly: In the case of the Hessian fitting, QM and MM vibrational frequencies are plotted
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and the mean percent error of the MM vibrational frequencies is given. Moreover, MM

vibrational modes are also written to a file in a format that can be visualized by VMD 144

and be compared to their QM counterparts. In the case of dihedral fitting, for each flexible

dihedral, QM and MM dihedral profiles are plotted together and the r-squared value of

the fitting is given as an indication of how well the fitting went. A warning is given if any

fitted data point has an error larger than 2 kJ/mol, prompting the user to check if the

results have the desired accuracy. These on-the-fly validations allow users to be always

aware of the accuracy of the generated FF in order to decide whether a further action is

necessary.

Limitations. Some known, and likely not exhaustive, limitations of the Q-Force

procedure are discussed below:

• The choice of the functional form of the Q-Force FF enables treatment of large

systems, however, at the same time it limits its accuracy compared to more complex

functional form FFs (QMDFF, xTB-FF, etc.). Bond breaking, bond forming and

bond order changes cannot occur with the current functional form. Organometallic

complexes and metal clusters are outside the scope of this work. Similarly, electro-

statics are currently only treated by point charges and charges cannot polarize each

other during the simulation. A polarizable version of the Q-Force FF is currently in

progress.

• It is well known that some neighboring flexible dihedral profiles are mutually de-

pendent. In such cases two-dimensional dihedral profiles can be assigned to neigh-

boring dihedrals, often referred to as CMAP correction. 111,145,146 Identification and

special treatment of these co-dependent dihedrals, and CMAP potentials are cur-

rently not implemented in Q-Force. However, their implementation is currently in

progress.

• The fragmentation scheme has only been implemented for the treatment of flexible

dihedrals and not for the calculation of the Hessian matrix. Consequently, treatment

of extremely large molecules (> ∼400 atoms) will be limited by the computational

cost of the geometry optimization and Hessian calculation of the whole molecule

(unless a cheaper method, such as DFTB, is used for the parametrization). The

problem with fragmentation before a geometry optimization is that it relies on

accurate input geometries and in many cases it can result in wrong bond orders

and consequently wrong bonds being cut during the creation of the fragments.

Technical details. The default choice for the QM reference is density functional theory

with the PBE functional and 6-31+G* basis set. The PBE functional is chosen because its

Hessian matrix does not need empirical scaling as with some other functionals to match

experimental frequencies. 127 However, the user has the choice to use other functionals
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and scale their Hessian accordingly as the scaling is implemented. For example, for excited

states different functionals may be more preferable. 147,148 Currently the compatible QM

softwares are Gaussian09 149 and Gaussian16. 150 Further compatible QM software will

be added in the near future. The FF is generated in GROMACS format, which is also

readily compatible with OpenMM 151 and can easily be converted to AMBER or CHARMM

formats using the ParmEd software. 152

3.3. Results and discussion

Vibrational frequencies of small molecules. We first look at how Q-Force performs

for small molecules with respect to two very commonly used automated topology builders

for transferable FFs, namely ATB for GROMOS FFs and LigParGen for OPLS FFs. In Figure

3.3, results are shown comparing the vibrational frequencies of these two transferable

FFs and Q-Force to the QM reference for a molecule set comprising of 15 small organic

molecules (see the figure caption for the list of the molecules), ranging from 4 to 36

atoms. Q-Force outperforms both transferable FFs for every tested molecule with a mean

absolute deviation (MAD) in vibrational frequencies of 3.8% (27.7 cm−1) compared to

OPLS/LigParGen with 8.7% (88.2 cm−1) and GROMOS/ATB with 12.16% (115.0 cm−1). It

is also important to keep in mind that these transferable FFs have been parameterized

for this kind of small molecules - the accuracy of these methods is expected to further

decrease for more complex molecules that were not covered in the initial parametrization,

as also observed in the following subsections.

A closer look to Figure 3.3 also helps to identify systematic errors in transferable FFs.

For example, for the GROMOS/ATB FF, frequencies in the range of 400-700 cm−1 have

been consistently underestimated. Many of these data points correspond to aromatic

ring out-of-plane bending modes, resulting in GROMOS aromatic rings being much less

planar than they are supposed to be. This behavior has been previously noticed and

sometimes these parameters are empirically scaled up to make them “stiffer”. 153 The use

of QM-derived FFs such as Q-Force can also help to identify and correct such systematic

errors in existing transferable FFs by means of optimizing the parameters of existing atom

types and identifying when extra atom types are necessary.

While performed on a different set of small molecules, QMDFF and SFAM, which

have much more complicated and computational demanding functional forms of the

FF, reported MADs of 44 cm−1 127 and 66.5 cm−1, 129 respectively. QUBEKit, on the other

hand, with a similar functional form to Q-Force, reported a MAD of 6.3%. 130 This shows

that the Q-Force FF (with a MAD of 3.8% or 27.7 cm−1) gives, if not better, comparable

vibrational frequencies to the existing molecule-specific FFs, even to those with more

complex functional forms.
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Figure 3.3 | QM vs MM (GROMOS/ATB, OPLS/LigParGen, Q-Force) vibrational frequencies for 15 small
molecules, with a total of 494 vibrational frequencies. The red line corresponds to perfect agreement be-
tween QM and MM. Mean absolute deviation in vibrational frequencies are 3.8% (27.7 cm−1) for Q-Force, 8.7%
(88.2 cm−1) for OPLS/LigParGen and 12.16% (115.0 cm−1) for GROMOS/ATB. The molecules are: propane,
isobutane, acetic acid, trans-2-butene, acetonitrile, dimethyl ether, diglyme, methane thiol, pyrazine, thiophene,
ethene, benzene, toluene, naphthalene, pentacene.

Dihedral profiles of small molecules. After demonstrating the accuracy of the Q-

Force vibrational frequencies, the next step towards obtaining accurate MM PESs is

having accurate dihedral profiles for the flexible dihedrals. In fact, the performance of the

flexible dihedral functions around the global minimum is also evident in the vibrational

frequencies shown in Figure 3.3. The frequencies below ∼300 cm−1 correspond to these

kind of low-energy displacements of the flexible dihedrals and they are also shown to

be in good agreement with the QM reference. However, since the Hessian contains

no information about other possible minima, the complete dihedral profile must be

investigated to obtain accurate PESs.
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To this end, QM and Q-Force dihedral profiles are compared in Figure 3.4 for all

of the flexible dihedrals of the same 15 small molecules from Figure 3.3. For all dihe-

drals, a very good agreement (r-squared of the fitting is above 0.99 for all dihedrals) is

obtained between the QM and MD profiles using the automated procedures in Q-Force.

This shows that the Q-Force procedure is also able to accurately reproduce the QM di-

hedral profiles. Moreover, due to the database of dihedral profiles in Q-Force, if these

molecules/fragments are identified in another molecule in the future, they would be

identified automatically and no new calculations would be necessary.
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Figure 3.4 | QM (dots) vs Q-Force (lines) dihedral profiles for all of the flexible dihedrals of the molecules in
Figure 3.3, with a total of 12 dihedrals. R-squared of the fitting is above 0.99 for all the dihedrals.

Treatment of problematic dihedral scans. As discussed in the Methods section, serial

relaxed dihedral scans can sometimes result in spuriously asymmetric dihedral profiles.

This is exemplified in Figure 3.5 for the 4- and 2-pyridiniophenolate molecules where

the QM profiles (in gray) suffer such asymmetry, especially around the transition region

of 90° and 270° even though 0-90°, 90-180°, 180-270°, 270-360° quadrants are expected

to be equivalent or mirrored based on the molecular symmetry. The reason behind this

asymmetry is that during the scan, the improper dihedrals between the two rings deviate

from planarity into a pyramidal structure and are stuck at a local minimum due to the high

pyramidal inversion energy barrier until the point where the sharp drop in energy occurs.

This clearly indicates a hysteresis effect, possibly due to the neglect of multireference
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effects in the wavefunction. Evidently, using these asymmetric profiles for the subsequent

fitting of the FF parameters would introduce errors. Therefore, in the Q-Force procedure,

the symmetry around the dihedral is identified based on the equivalent atoms in the

molecule and the profile is automatically symmetrized, taking only the lower energy data

points from the equivalent quadrants, as shown in Figure 3.5 (in red). A similar molecule

with a similar asymmetry problem was studied with the TorsionDrive method 143 and

following their procedure, they have obtained a very similar symmetrized profile. Note

that there is no additional computational cost in the approach implemented in Q-Force,

unlike the TorsionDrive method, which, while being a more rigorous approach, resulted

for the similar molecule in a ∼ 4 times increase in the number of performed relaxed scans.

N

O

N
O

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5 | QM, symmetrized QM, Q-Force, GROMOS/ATB, and OPLS/LigParGen dihedral profiles for (a)
4-pyridiniophenolate, and (b) 2-pyridiniophenolate. The molecules and the scanned dihedral are indicated in
the inset figures.

The fitting of the Q-Force dihedral profiles then makes use of the symmetrized QM
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profile and as a result, a profile that is symmetrical and in good agreement with the QM

profile is obtained for both molecules. The effect of the weighting function from eq. 3.10

can also be seen here: The more important lower energy points are reproduced with high

accuracy at the cost of some level of accuracy for the high energy points. GROMOS as well

as OPLS FFs, both of which clearly were not trained based on these types of molecules, fail

drastically to reproduce the dihedral profiles for both molecules. This clearly illustrates

the limitation of transferable FFs - that they cannot be expected to work accurately for

the type of molecules that were not covered in the original fitting of the FF.

QM vs MM potential energy surfaces. Having shown that the Q-Force procedure

leads to both an accurate Hessian and dihedral profiles, the next question is whether

this accuracy will lead to a good agreement between the QM and MM PESs. In order

to test the PES of the Q-Force FF and the fragmentation procedure on a large molecule,

we have chosen the ITIC molecule (186 atoms). This molecule 154,155 and its family of

molecules 156,157 have been shown to lead to record power conversion efficiencies for

organic photovoltaics applications. For this molecule, 200 snapshots were taken from gas

phase MM simulations of ITIC with Q-Force, GROMOS/ATB, and OPLS/LigParGen FFs,

then QM single-point energy calculations were performed on these snapshots and the

potential energies from the corresponding geometries were compared.

Results of this approach are shown in Figure 3.6. MAD between the QM and MM

energies are 20.2, 91.0, and 93.7 kJ/mol for Q-Force, GROMOS, and OPLS FFs, respectively.

Both transferable FFs, with slopes of the trendline of 1.659 and 1.550, are shown to

significantly and systematically underestimate QM energies, up to several hundred kJ/mol

in the extreme cases, meaning that they visit high energy configurations that would not

have been visited in a QM-based simulation. On the other hand, Q-Force reproduces the

QM PES extremely well, with a slope of the trendline of 1.006. MM energies, in this case,

closely match the QM ones for the corresponding snapshots, with no significant outliers.

This demonstrates the ability of Q-Force to sample much more accurate configurations

for complex molecules during an MD simulation, compared to the transferable FFs that it

has augmented, which is very promising for future applications in both materials science

and biophysics.

Importantly, the improvement of the PES with Q-Force comes with no additional

computational cost during the MD simulations; as the simulations with three different FFs

were completed in comparable amounts of compute time. For the initial parametrization,

the geometry optimization and the calculation of the QM Hessian took less than a day

on 32 CPUs. Dihedral scans, due to the fragmentation scheme, took significantly less

time than that. Overall, the whole procedure took less than 15 minutes of manual labor.

This demonstrates that much larger systems are within the capabilities of the Q-Force

procedure.
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Figure 3.6 | QM vs MM potential energies for the 200 snapshots taken with each FF. For each FF and method,
the minimum energy configuration is set to zero. MAD between the QM and MD energies are 20.2, 91.0, and
93.7 kJ/mol for Q-Force, GROMOS, and OPLS FFs, respectively. The slope of the trendline with a (0, 0) intercept
for the three FFs are 1.006, 1.659, and 1.550, respectively.

Case study: Charge carrier energy levels of organic photovoltaic blends. Organic

photovoltaics (OPVs) make use of blends of donor and acceptor molecules in order to

facilitate charge separation and transport. In these blends, frontier orbital energies,

namely, HOMO of the electron donor and the LUMO of the electron acceptor, determine

the open-circuit voltage (Voc ) of the device. Maximizing the Voc is crucial in order to

improve the power conversion efficiency of these devices. Therefore, having theoretical

methods that can predict the energy levels of OPV blends provides the ability to perform

computational high-throughput screening of a multitude of different blends in order to

identify the promising ones.

In this case study, the effect of the choice of the FF on the computed energy levels of

these blends is shown. Blends of PCBM (acceptor) and P3HT (donor), two commonly
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studied molecules in the field, are created using a solvent evaporation methodology 55

with the coarse-grain Martini 61,158 FF and these morphologies are then backmapped 159

to atomistic detail, for which atomistic FFs are created with Q-Force, GROMOS and

“GROMOS-stiff”. After relaxing the system with these three FFs, energy levels are then

computed for every molecule in the system separately in the gas phase using DFTB

and in the case of the blend, a 2 nm radius around the molecule is considered using

microelectrostatic calculations. GROMOS-stiff is an adapted version of the GROMOS FF

where the backbone dihedral potentials of P3HT were stiffened to better preserve the

planarity of thiophene, whose necessity was explained in the “Vibrational frequencies of

small molecules” subsection. For further computational details, we refer to the original

work. 153

In Figure 3.7a, the choice of FF is shown to be strongly affecting both the mean and

the spread (energetic disorder, σ) of gas phase HOMO energies for P3HT. Going from

GROMOS, through GROMOS-stiff, to Q-Force distributions, both the energetic disorder

and the mean of the energy levels decrease. The narrowing of the distribution can be

explained by the stiffening of the originally too flexible backbone dihedrals, which leads

to geometries that correspond more to the QM ones. In the case of Q-Force, unlike

both GROMOS FFs, the molecule is vibrating around the QM-minima, which might be

responsible for the additional narrowing. The narrowing also appears to be coupled to

the stabilization of the HOMO levels. PCBM gas phase LUMO energies are much less

affected by the choice of FF, as seen in Figure 3.7b. This is understandable considering

that the LUMO of PCBM is dominated by the C60 moiety, which is not very affected by the

choice of FF due to its rigidity. Finally, it is shown in Figure 3.7c for the PCBM:P3HT blend

that the inclusion of the environment results in the significant increase of the energetic

disorder for both the P3HT HOMO and the PCBM LUMO.
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Figure 3.7 | Distribution of the gas phase (a) HOMO energy levels of P3HT and (b) LUMO energy levels of PCBM
for geometries that are generated with the GROMOS, GROMOS-stiff, and Q-Force FFs. (c) HOMO of P3HT and
LUMO of PCBM in the donor-acceptor blend with geometries that are generated with the Q-Force FF. Standard
deviation of the distributions (σ) are provided in the legends in eV.
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Gas phase P3HT HOMO energetic disorder of the three FFs can be compared to the

experimental and theoretical neat-film ones, keeping in mind that additional disorder is

expected in the condensed phase, as also shown in Fig. 3.7c for the blend. The experi-

mental and theoretical disorders, in agreement with each other, range from 0.05 to 0.11

eV, 160 which are already mostly lower than the gas phase disorders of both GROMOS

FFs (0.13 and 0.10 eV). This means that GROMOS FFs are overestimating the energetic

disorder caused by the different configurations of P3HT. Gas phase Q-Force energetic

disorder (0.03 eV) is lower than the experimental neat-film values, which is encouraging

considering the expected broadening in the condensed phase. P3HT HOMO energetic

disorder in the P3HT:PCBM blend with Q-Force (0.18 eV) is still higher than the range of

experimental values, which could be due to an increased disorder in the blend compared

to the neat film. The condensed phase energetic disorder of PCBM LUMO with Q-Force

(0.19 eV) is in line with previous theoretical work, if not slightly higher (0.13 161 and 0.16

eV 162). This case study reiterates 135,136 the importance of generating snapshots with

accurate FFs for obtaining accurate properties from the succeeding QM calculations. It

also demonstrates that Q-Force can be used successfully for this purpose, meaning that it

provides accurate geometries suitable for use in consecutive QM calculations.

3.4. Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented the Q-Force procedure that has the aim of augment-

ing existing transferable FFs with molecule-specific, QM-derived FF parameters. The

automation of the procedure enables the derivation of the FF parameters in a transparent

and reproducible manner, eliminates (non-systematic) human error, and minimizes man-

ual labor. The on-the-fly validation enables the careful evaluation of the quality of the

generated FF. The fragmentation of large molecules allows the parametrization of large

systems with significantly reduced computational cost, making the treatment of large

molecules (>200 atoms) feasible. The procedure can be applied to any organic molecule

in their ground, ionic, or excited states.

The accuracy of the Hessian fitting procedure was demonstrated with a set of small

molecules where the Q-Force procedure obtained a MAD of 3.8% (27.7 cm−1) in vibra-

tional frequencies (Figure 3.3), with respect to the QM reference, significantly better than

the reference transferable FFs of GROMOS (12.16%, 115.0 cm−1) and OPLS (8.7%, 88.2

cm−1). For the same set of molecules, the fitting procedure for the flexible dihedral terms

was shown to give high accuracy with an r-squared of the fitting that was above 0.99

for all dihedrals (Figure 3.4). The automated treatment of more problematic dihedral

profiles was also discussed and shown to give good accuracy (Figure 3.5). Then, for a

large molecule (186 atoms), it was demonstrated that having an accurate Hessian and

dihedral profiles indeed do lead to an accurate PES (Figure 3.6): The Q-Force-based
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PES had a trendline with a slope of 1.006 and a MAD of 20.2 kJ/mol with respect to the

QM reference, showing excellent agreement between the energetics of the QM and MM

structures. The reference transferable FFs, on the other hand, were shown to significantly

and systematically underestimate the QM energies (slopes of 1.659 and 1.550), resulting

in the access of wrong configurations during the MD simulations (MADs of 91.0, and 93.7

kJ/mol). Finally, the significant consequences of the choice of the FF on the energy levels

of molecules in OPV blends were shown (Figure 3.7).

The Q-Force toolkit, with an intuitive and easy-to-use interface, and together with rele-

vant tutorials, is freely available on GitHub (https://github.com/selimsami/qforce).

The functional form of the Q-Force FF bears no additional computational cost after the

initial parametrization, making it available to any MD application that was previously

treated with transferable FFs. Additionally, as the non-bonded interactions of the parent

FF is preserved, compatibility can be expected with molecules already parametrized with

the parent FF, such as complex biological molecules (e.g., DNA, RNA). Hence, Q-Force is

easily applicable to various materials science and biophysics applications.
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